Filters are created to bring a subtle difference in tone to a single color. So you can create a bit of contrast. You can apply a filter straight from the bottle or you can thin it for a more subtle effect with White spirit. You can even create light modulation techniques. So in fact filters are unlimited in use.

AK 065
FILTER FOR AFRICA KORPS VEHICLES

Filters like the Africa Korps filter are ideal to create tonal variation in vehicles painted in a sand yellow color. Work in several thin layers with enough drying time between each layer to build up the effect. This filter can also be used a light wash to create some light dust effect.

To tone down the paint effects a filter is highly recommended. To make the effects of a filter less prominent you can easily thin them with White Spirit. Apply the filter with a flat brush and let the paint set for a few minutes. Remove the excess paint with a brush dampened in White Spirit. The more layers you paint on the stronger the effect will be. They dry slowly and thus are easily to manipulate for a long time.